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"This strange siory of ours ought io be呈old"

Narrative and its Producもion in The Moonstone

Kazumi Watanabe (渡辺一美)
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IntrodtlCtion

ln The Moonstone (1868), by which he was to be

best remembered, Wi)kie Collins returned to the

narrative method of The Woman in White in which

variouswitnesses give their testimonies. But the object

of collecting narratives is quite different from that of

the former novel. Walter Hartright, the editoTand one

of the narrators in The Woman in While, says in the

preamble:

the story here presentedwill be told by more than

one pen, as the story Of an offence against the laws

is told in Court by more than onewitness-with

the same object, in both cases, to preseTlt the truth

always in its most direct and most intelligible

aspect･り)

The part of the story Hartright presents to the reader

itself is collected as an evidence for a lawyer to retrieve

Lalユra's identity. When he claims "the pllblic attention

in a Court of Justicen to his and other characters'

testimonies, the contemporary reader was placed ill the

similar situation of a person in a courtroom of a case

that would rouse "sensation." As Thomas Boyle

clarifies in his study of Victorian sensationalism, before

the advent of the sensation novel the word "sensationn

was used "in the newspaper reports to indicatean

emotional　tremor in the courtroom," usually used

parenthetically such as "(Sensation)" or "(Great

Sensation)}'(2'

Then look at the relation between the narrative and

the reader in The MoonsLone. The editor of the story,

Franklin Blake, tells Gabriel Betteredge the object of

collecting testimonies as follows:

In this matter of the Diamor)a... the characters of

innocent people have suffered tinder suspICIOn

already- as you know. The memories of innocent

people may suffer, hereafter, for want of a record

of the facts to which those who come after llS Can

appeal. There can be no doubt that this strange

family story of ours ought to be told:"

Or when Betteredge eぐ【Cludes his first narrative, he

imaglneS:

In this matter of the Moonstone the plan lS, not tO

present reports, bュlt tO produce witnesses. I picture

to myself a member of the family reading these

pages fifty years hence. Lord! what a compliment

he will feel it, to be asked to take nothing on

･hearsay, and to be treated in all respects like a

Judge on the bench (213).

The lawsuit analogies are similar in the two novels. The

story of The MoonsLone, however, 1S essentially the

"family story" that is presented not to "a Court of

Justice" but to "a member of the family."

There is another difference between the two

novels. While the most part of The Woman in While is

narrated in the time of the incident, the story of The

Moo72Sione is the product of thepersons looking back

on the past incident. The tension of the former novel

largely lies in the simultaneity of the journalof Marian

Halcombe, who is present at the most criticalmoment

in the novel. ln The MoonsLone, however, the editor

must manage the narrative otherwise the story would

fall in anticlimax. This attitude is clear by the

correspondence between the editor Blake and one of the

contributors, Miss Clack. She asks:



In the meanwhile she would be glad to know...

whether she may be permitted to make her humble

contribution complete, by availing herself of the

light which later discoveries have thrown on the

mystery of the Moonstone (267- 268).

This must be prohibited by the editor, who says "Later

discoveries shewill be good enmghto leave to the pens

of those persons who can write in the capacity of actual

witnesses" (268). The purpose of the story is not

necessarily that it should purge the members of the

family an unfounded suspICIOn. Rather the editor's

purpose of compiling the story is to make a "family"

story Which is essentially　印JOyed by its "family"

members. However, to make such a story the editor

must censure the improper elements for the family

reading. Reading The MoonsLone before its run in All

Lhe Year Round, Dickens praised it, say)ng "it is a very

cllrious story - wild, and yet domestic-with excellent

character in it, great mystery, and nothing belonging tO

disguised women and the )ike･刀tJ) His phrase clearly

shows the achievement of the novel and its difference

from Co】1ins' former novels like No Na7ne and

AT.madale, which portray the lives of "disguised

women." Collins failed in the previous novels to evoke

以wildH and udomesticH at once. Of course we must here

remember the contemporary criticism of unsuitableness

of domestic reading of the sensation novel･`句Therefore,

his attitude of writing The Moonslone was how to

domesticate wild elements, or to be precise, how to

domesticate the sensation novel without damaging the

sensation novel's taste too severely. Thus the editor-

hero Blake and Wilkie Collins hold the same concern.

I

Though there is no "disguised women'I in The

MooZZSione, Rosanna Spearman seems to be the most

likely candidate for the role. She is taken from a

reformatory by Lady Verinder to become a housemaid.

Even if she is reformed now, to Betteredge, who

remarks her sinful life isal1 "Sponged out," she says

pointing where once grease was in his coat, "The stain

is taken off... But the place shows" (26). No one
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knows at this point What her "stain" is but later in the

letter of her death confession her past is revealed.

Though her past career makes the other characters

mistake her for an accomplice in the mystery of the

Moonstone, her past life is not closely involved in the

ploL It is as if to complicate the mystery the fact that

she once was a thief must be revealed. Bllt the details of

her past are never to be fully clarified,

There is another character who is haunted by his

own past like Rosanna. He is Ezra JennlngS. He tries to

save Blake from his predicament because like him he

has also been pursued by "a horrible accusation" of

which he cannot prove his innocence (420), He

disappears in the middle of the novel without unfolding

his mysterious past life. So there are two Similarities

between Rosanna and JennlnBS. As Anthea Trodd says

that The MoonsLoneis "a masterpiece Of equivocation,"

their past lives are highly made opaque!6'And both

Rosanna and JennlngS are Similar in dying ln expulsion

from the society of the novel. Even thoughBlake and

Betteredge sympathize with them, Rosanna is disliked

by other servants and JennlngS is estranged from the

society as well as from Candy's house from the start.

Blake TlOteS Of JennlngS: "The poor wretch was

evidently no favourite in､ the house･ Out of the house, i

had Betteredge's word for it that he was unpopular

everywhere" (409).

Their estrangement from the society implicitly

unites other characterswith them. Sergeant Cuff, who is

sent for from London for the investigation of the

mystery, lS One Of those characters. As a detective,with

an ambiguous "place" in society, he can move freely

throughthe two worlds: the respectable world of Lady

Verinder's collntry house, represented by Rachel

Verinder whom he thinks is in debt, and the criminal

underworld of London, represented by the moneylender

Lllker. In this point he is similar to Betteredge who

bridges servants and nobler members:7' However,

Betteredge can place himself in the similar position as

Lady Verinder because both "know" Rachel from her

birth, while Sergeant Cuff is only an outsider aT)a is

baffled during the inquiry aS he cannot read the true

Rachel. Later he is again involved in the investigation

of the mystery, when "his services are required to track
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the diamond throughLondon's dockland, a task clearly

within his accepted competence･乃(8) His domain of action

is such underworld in the city. Obviously when he is in

the country house, Lady Verinder, Blake, and

Betteredge come to abhor his presence because of his

identity as an outsider:9'

Godfrey Ablewhite, another outsider and the real

criminalin the case, holds also an ambiguollS StatllS. In

appearance he is a reputed speaker at charitable

meetings and a member of female philanthropic

societies. In reality he is "a man of pleasure" who keeps

a　mistress (503). His double life itself makes his

identity ambiguous but there is another implication of

his estrangement from the respectable side. When

Rachel calls off the engagement with him, his father is

infuriated by the breaking10ff. ln anger he reviles

agalTISt Rachel, saylng:

I know your motive, Miss Verinder, for breaking

your promise to my son!... Your cursed family

pride is insultirlg Godfrey, as it insulted me when I

married your aunt.. . Hal hal I wasn't good

enoughfor the Herncastles, when I married. And,

now it comes to the pinch, my son isn't good

enough foryou (288- 289).

Thoughhis mamage with the second sister of Lady

Verinder was once called a "misalliance," his words are

all his ravmgs. Still, if we consider his son's

crimina]ity, they anticipate the Verinder family's

oplnlOn about Godfrey because "he isn't good enough

for ilel.〟

By the end of the novel all these outsiders to the

Verinders' respectable society are relegated to the

outside of it. Rosanna, JennlngS, and Godfrey disappear.

Sergeant Cuff retires to his house with a rose garden,

except he reappears in the last scene of the London

underworld. In addition, "fanatic" Miss Clack, who is a

kind of trespasser and voyeur in the Verinders'London

house, is impoverished and moves to France (291). And

"semi-savage" Murthwaite, who feels uneasiness in

English society, returns to his wild life in lngia (518)･

Though　all the characters llnSuitable for the

Verinder family disappear by the end of the novel, most

of them contribute to the family story that Blake edits.

In a way they remain in the family story in the form of

71arratives. There is one important episode about one of

the outsiders and his narrative. In England every time

Murthwaite opens his mouth, his words evoke

"sensation" because of his experiences in India. In a

party he says to Rachel who wears the Moonstone on

her bosom: "I know a certain city, and a certain temple

in that city, where, dressed as you are now, your life

would not be worth five minutes'purchase" (73). The

"wildness" of his experience, however, loses its effect

to Rachel, who "safe in England, was quite delighted to

hear of her danger in India," and to the Ablewhite

sisters, who are also delighted and "dropped their

knives and forks with a crash, and burst out together

vehemently, `0! how interesting!"'This scene shows

how the wild elements of Murthwaite'S story turn into a

kind of uentertainment" to the udomesticn Ablewhite

sisters. As the Victorian reader eqoyed the sensation

novel, Rachel and the Ablewhite sisters enjoy

Murthwaite'S sensationalstory. It is here the novel's

whole design is revealed. If a member of the family is

to eqoy the family story in the fllture aS Betteredge

dreams, the contributed narratives including those from

the outsiders must be made harmless entertainment.

However, Blake as an editor cannot expurgate all

the unwholesome elements of these narratives. On the

one hand he must edit the narratives and on the other

hand he mllSt add note I.o Miss Clack's narrative that

"Nothingwill be added,altered, or removed, in her

manuscripts, or in any of the other manuscripts which

pass throughmy hands" (215). This holds true to other

narratives. Blake'S power is limited and his role as an

editor is largely displaced by the contributors

themselves. In fact the contributors who are essentially

outsiders edit their own narratives by themselves. As I

have suggested the past lives of Rosanna and JennlngS

are eq111VOCated, bュlt dearly the equivocation is their

voluntary action_ Before Rosanna briefly narrates her

past in her letter to Blake, she writes: "I won't trouble

you with much about myself, or my life, before you

came to my lady's room" (348). Likewise, Jennings

censors his own diary. Candy reports to Blake that "He

opened the volume for this year, and tore otlt, One by
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one, the pages relating to the time when you and he

were together" (510), These pages are what Blake "may

feel an interest in looking atj'His letters, which may

disclose his past, are buriedwith his unfinished book

and the remalnlng Part Of his diary･ Without Blake's

editing, those unnecessary narratives that may be

disturbing to the family story are censored by Rosanna

and JennlngS themselves.

Besides, JennlT)gS not Only edits his narrative but

also other character's narrative. During his treatment of

collapslng Candy, he writes down his wandelings.

Before he shows to Blake what he discovers from

Car)dy's ravings, he puts much stress on the prlVaCy Of

the information that he gets from Candy in delirium. At

this point in his restoration of the delirium he again

intentionally plays a role of an editor. While he takes

down Candy'S "`wanderings,'exactly as they fell from

his lips" (415), he "reads" it a71d expurgates what is

inadequate in it. JennlrlgS explains:

Wherever my notes included anything which Mr.

Candymight have wished to keep secret,those

notes have been destroyed. My manuscript

experiments at my friend's bedside include

nothing, now, which he wotlld have hesitated to

communicate to others, if he had recovered the use

ofbis memory (416).

In effect, what remains concerns Blake and it is the only

part that is closely connected with the solution of the

mystery. And, of course, the restoration of Candy's

narrative from his delirium is the result of JennlngS'

other editing work. When he takes down Candy's words

in delirium, he leaves "large spaces between broken

phrases, and even the single words" (415). He then

brings the confused narrative "into order and shape" by

filling "in each blank space on the paper" by associating

"the words or phrases on either side of it." Thoughhis

method is by no means logiCalor scientific, what he

produces is, as Blake admits, the "smooth and finished

texture out of the ravelled skein" (430). In this way

JennlngS edits the narrative first by pieclng uP Sentences

and filling blanks and secondly censorlng the part that

may be ignoble to Candy and unnecessary to the
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solution to the mystery.

ⅠI

What is significant about the restoration of

Candy's narrative by JennlngS is that italSo underlines

the importance of the space which confines narratives in

the noveL JennlngS attempts tO reconstruct Candy's

delirium to prove his theory of "the brain and the

nervous system" (414). In the course of his study he has

come to doubt "whether we can justifiably infer- in the

case of delirium- that the loss of the faclllty of

speaking connectedly, implies of TleCeSSity the loss of

the faculty of thinking connectedly as well" (415). In

other words, he thinks the surface incoherent

"expression" revealed in Candy's delirium can indicate

what he thinks in his "mind," which is concealed in the

depth. The surface reveals what is in the depth by itself.

When JennlngS restores Candy'S narrative, reading

the surface makes him restore the depth narrative.

Similarly the Shivering Sand which confines Rosanna's

letter constitllteS its structuraldichotomy of surface and

depth. Rosanna who is fascinated by the Sand describes

it as follows: 〃It looks as if it had hundreds of

suffocating people under it-all struggling to get to the

surface, andall sinking lower and lower in the dreadful

deeps!" (28) There is not, however, the discrepancy

betweeTI Surface and depth. The heaving Surface

indicates what is going On in the depth Seeing "the

awful shiver that crept over its surface," Blakealso

says, "as if some spirit of terror lived and moved and

shuddered in the fathomless deeps beneath" (342). The

shiver on the surface attracts Rosanna to death because

it presents to her the agonized people like her under it,

So the same shiver shows Blake the place that hides her

letter, the confession of Rosanna's suffering soul. By

the confession the truth that the thief of the diamond is

Blake is revealed_　As the restoration of Candy's

narrative reveals the truth that Blak色is administered

laudanum, the surface of the Sand invites the truth in

the depth. The surface indicates what it encloses. The

surface induces the observers to reclaim the truth_ Then

what does this reiteration of these buried　71arratives

mean?
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The process of enclosure and disclosure of

narratives, exemplified by Candy's and Rosanna's

above, induces deferral, in other word suspense, in the

story. As it were, by confining the narrative in a space,

the novel controls the suspense of the ploL Significantly

enough, there is one character that employs the process

implicitly to heighten suspension. After failing in his

first investigation in Lady Verinder's house, Sergeant

Cuff Comes to Blake to assist the pursuit of the

diamond. When he hears what has happened between

the interval, he speculates the real thief. He writes the

name of the criminalon a paper a71d encloses it in "a

sealed envelope." Sergeant Cuff says to Blake:

I suspected the wrong person, last year H. and I

may be suspecting the wrong person now. Wait to

open the envelope, Mr. Blake, till you have got at

ihe truth. And then compare the name of the guilty

person,with the name that I have written in that

sealed letter (487).

Sure enough, the name i71 the letter coincides With that

of the unmasked thief who hasalready lied dead.

However, what is important here is not the accuracy of

Cuff's speculation. By-using the method of deferralby

enclosed narrative, he is associatedwith the author_ As

Ross C. Muffin argues, "What Cuff has done, namely to

delay a revelation, is what Collins has done or what any

mystery writer does when he seals up his little secret in

papers thai his reader is not to open for a long time･'州

In the case of Rosanna and Candy the revelatio71 0f the

truth is delayed to heighten suspense by the

manipulation of the plot and Cuff is intentional1y

employing the same method. The burial of narratives

and the ensumg disclosurealign those characters with

the author.

Furthermore, here Cllff's role as an author is mixed

with the role as an editor. What is curious about the

letter is that it reveals only the name of払e thief that he

hits upon on the spot. He never mentions after the

revelation the reason why he has arrived at the

conclusion at this point. The narrative contributed by

Sergeant Cuff in the form of report to Blake, in fact,

supplements the evidence for his ratiocination but the

investigation related in it is directed after Godfrey turns

out to be a real thief. Any reader who reasons in the

course of the novel would suspect Godfrey by the time

of Cuff's ratiocination exclllding possible suspects who

were in Lady Verinder's house at the night of the

incident. Moreover, because well before that moment

we naturally feel there is something mysterious about

Godrey's conduct toward the engagement with Rachel,

the revelation of the truth is no more surprlSlng tO the

reader, possibly except the fact that he disguises himself

in the last scene. Then what Cuff does by the letter is

just to confirm the ratiocination of the reader･Asthe

reader's ratiocinatio71 inevitably coincides with Cuff'S,

there is no need to give evidence that is nothing but

moral　evidence. Here Cuff arrives at the conclusion

before reinvestigating the case closely aTld he has only

to glVe the only information that agreeswith the

expectation of the reader, who has followed the plot of

the novel. He doesn't need to glVe unnecessary

information about his process of reasoning that is

identicalwith the reader. RelyiTlg On the reader's

reasoning Which must be accurate Cuff edits the

information to make it most effective without spoiling

the swiftness of the scene by too much explanation. He

only has to produce later what he investigates as a

retired detective, which the reader as well as the other

characters as a novice cannot attain.

IL

The most important narrative for the solution of

the mystery is Candy's narrative that he administered

laudanum to Blake. But its production is deferred by

Candy's fever. JennlngS and other two doctors are sent

for and they disagree ill its treatment. The two doctors

see the rapidity of patient'S pulse needing a lowerlng

treatmentand keep him "on gruel, lemonade, barley -

water, and so on" :(412). However, On Jennings'side he

considers the feebleness of the pulse as exhaustion of

the system and insists "the administration ･of stimulants"

such as "champagne, or brandy, ammoTlia, and

qulnlTle."Asthe former doctors'treatment makes no

effect, JennlngS takes over them and his treatment

succeeds･ What is significant about this treatment is that



the administratio71 0f stimulants accompanies the

transcription of Candy's wanderings in delirium. In a

way the stimulants save not only Candy's life butalso

the bmied narrati-ve of Candy'Smind･

Simi1arly the reproduction of Blake's theft is

helped by Jennlngs'medical treatment. He administers

laudamlm tO Blake, as Candy once did secretly to

assuage his sleeplessness. JennlngS explains the effect

of laudamm as comprised "in the majority cases, in two

influences- a stimulating influence first, and a sedative

influence afterwards'" (435). According to his surmise

the stimulating influence of lalldanllm excited Blake's

apprehension abollt the safety of the Moonstone, which

was "hidden" in his mindand made him preserve it by

himself. Then the sedative influence got over the

stimulating infhence　and he became "inert and

stupefied," and later fell into a deep sleep. The move) as

a whole consists of the narratives which in themselves

are priyateknOwledge and by collected become public.

And here in the reproduction of Blake's theft Rachel's

private knowledge is　also made public. JennlngS'

surmise is proved before the witnesses consisting of

Betteredge, Bruff, and Rachel and Franklin'S "secret"

motive of the theft and Rachel's mysterious conduct

which makes people mistake her "secrets" is publicly

proved innocent. At the same time the reproduction of

the theft produces other narratives- "a plain statement"

of what have happened before them, drawn out by the

family lawyer Bruff, signed by him and Betteredge, and

of course it produces the journalentry of the scene of

reproduction by Jennings (476). 'All these narratives are

products of JennlngS'treatment.

Moreover, the administration of laudanum and the

consequent productio71 0f narratives are synecdoche of

the orlgln and the production of Blake's family story-

All the unrest in the house is provoked by the "cursed"

Moonstone and three Indians who have followed the

diamond from India. As orientaloplum Stimulates the

nerves of Blake, the diamond and the Indians hrl the

house into turmoil as Betteredge says, "here was our

quiet English house suddenly Invaded by a devilish

Indian Diamond - bringmg after it a conspiracy Of

livhg rogues" (36). However, the Indians are not

necessarily depicted as wicked. Bruffpraises the chief
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of them as "theperfect model of a client" (310), while

the moneylender Luker is described as "an inferior

creature to the Indian" (311)･ The hldians have very

ambiguous status like the Moonstone that is beautiful

but cannot be placed properly: "Its colour placed it in a

category I)y itself; and, to add to these eleme71tS Of

uncertainty, there was a defect, in the shapeof a flaw, in

the very heart of the stone" (41). The contradicting

oplnlOnS Of the Indians and the Moonstone are

replicated in the oplnlOnS about laudanum: the Colonel

Herncastle'S statement that he is watched by hldiarlS is

distrusted because he is "a notorious opium-eater" (39);

Jenmngs is addicted to opium tO assuage his bodily pan

but it causes him a horrible dream of his past and his

estrangement from society; Candy admh)isters it to

Blake as a medicine. Laudanum is double-sided, at once

addictiveand medicine, and "stimulant"and usedative.～

Once addicted to it, it may cause disgrace but as a

"stimulant" for a patient it may healan inherent disease.

It then should be administrated as an aTltidote.(u

ln this context, we can reconsider the role of

Indians and the "Indian" Moonstone. Thollghthey may

seemwicked or cursed, they can be admi71istrated as a

temporary antidote to the "family" disease. By
"stimlllating" the family and consequently laying bare

the impropriety of the primarily "outside" persons, the

Moor)Stone and the Indians relegate them from the

family- After that they work as "sedative," restoring the

disordered family. The family thus purified is made

perfect by the manage Of Blake and Rachelwithout

any outsider from the family. The "family" story which

is provoked by the outsiders is closed by its first

narrator Betteredge. The continuing Story Of the Indians

and the Moonstone is succeeded by the outsiders.

Betteredge ･explains the reason:

Let nobody suppose that I have any last words to

say here concerning the Indian Diamond. I hold

that unlucky jewel in abhorrence- and I refer you

to other allthority than mine, for such news of the

Moonstone as you may, at the present time, be

expected to receive (513).

The pursuit of the indians with the Moonstone and the
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ensulng reconstruction of Hindoo shrine of Somnauth

are narrated by outsiders from the family - Sergeant

Cuff's man, the captain of a ship that is bound for India,

and Murthwaite who is now wandering in India. The

family members are not Suitable for the task･

ConelllSion

ln The Moonslone　al1 the characters that are

deviate from the 710rm Of the society, whose moral

center is the Verinder's family, are relegated to the

margin Or Outside of it. Blake tries to ediHhe story of

the mystery but when constructing it, the narratives

which constitute the story must be obtained fromal1 the

characters who witness the process of the incident. The

editor explains the purpose of the story in terms of law

court analogy, though the analogy lS Only a disguise.

Blake's real purpose is to make the story eqOyable in

the family. While he must edit and make the story

enjoyable, healSo must make it decent or presentable in

the family, that is, not too sellSational. Here the interests

of the two persons who construct the story agree. They

are Blake and Wilkie Collins. In the novel as an editor

of the family story Blake must censor the improper

element in it. Constructing the novel from the outside

the author Collins must make the novel not too

sensational. Because his two previous novels were

criticized　rigorously and they never attained the

popularity of The Woman in脈iEe, which, apparently at

least, insistently supports the contemporary idea about

family and home. As is exemplified in its "Preamble," it

"is the story of what a Woman's patience can emiure,

and of what a Man's resolution can achieve" (1). Then

in The Moonstone the relegation of improper persons

and elements is simultaneously the design of Collins by

which he is relieved of the responsibility to explicate

the past lives of Rosanna and Jenn)ngs andalso Blake's

desire to establish his home, and his story, without any

outsider in it.

For this purpose the characters that contribute to

this family story are endowedwith authority as an

author or an editor. Some can self-censor their

narratives. But at the same time like the author they can

control the suspense of the novel by mea71S Of enclosure

and disclosure of the information. Their editingalso

condenses the information as Cuff's laconic "Godfrey

Ablewhite" in his memo and Jenn】ngs'expurgation ･of

things private of Candy, So that it can best lead the

process of the novel･Asa consequence, it can be said

that in the novel these contributorsal1 substitute the

author. The author of the novel, the editor of the family

story, and the contributors of the narratives in the story

all work for the same purpose, the production of the

whole narrative. In this sense, what B】ake says about

Candy's restored narrative, "this smooth and finished

texture out of the ravelled skein" is an appropriate

metaphor for the who]e story that the author, the editor,

and the contributors allaim to construct. By editing the

narratives and reconstructing the mystery of the

Moonstone, Blake tries to untangle the knotty incident

and produce smooth texture. While making the plot

intricate, Collins at the same time leaves clues to the

mystery in the process and in the end makes the

usmooth and finished texture.n

But the editor Blake's control is limited. In

contrast to the other contributors who have the power of

editing which isalmost equal to the author, he cannot

willfully edit the narrative as is shown in the negotiation

with Miss Clack. When the letter of Rosanna distresses

him, he eveh gives uP reading and abandons the role of

the editor. However, it is in the structure of the family

story that his Ingenuity Of editing work is best

displayed. Thoughits multiple narration is often

emphasized, the most important feature of the narrative

method in the novel is that it is constructed so that the

olltSide paTtS Of the story in India confine the family

story in EnglaTld. The episode of "The Finding of the

Diamond" is placed as "Epilogue" outside the family

story. It is in parallel positionwith "The Stormlng Of

Seringapatam," the sanguine episode of the battlefield

of India and the Colonel Hemcastle's pillage of the

Moonstone, which isalSo placed as "Prologue" outside

of the family story in England. Here we can trace the

Gothic element in The MoonsLone. In Fl･ankensiein, for

example, its "Chinese-box" structure is constructed so

that the narrative confines its most disturbing and wild

element, the monster, by placlng his narrative in the

center. In contrast The MoonslotZe inverts this structure.
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By arranging the storyinthis way, the editor Blake

controls and keeps "outside" from "inside" by

differentiatirlg them, but at the same time he makes the

narrative keep his family members "inside" so that they

are safe in the "family" story from "outside" episodes'

influence. Consequently in The Moonstone Wilkie

Collins'　determination to achieve uwildn and

udomesticn at once is realized.
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